We study shock propagation in a system of initially stationary hard spheres that is driven by a continuous injection of particles at the origin. The disturbance created by the injection of energy spreads radially outward through collisions between particles. Using scaling arguments, we determine the exponent characterizing the power law growth of this disturbance in all dimensions. The scaling functions describing the various physical quantities are determined using large-scale eventdriven simulations in two and three dimensions for both elastic and inelastic systems. The results are shown to describe well the data from two different experiments on granular systems that are similarly driven.
INTRODUCTION
Granular materials are ubiquitous in nature. Examples include geophysical flows [1] , large-scale structure formation of the universe [2] , sand dunes [3] , craters [4] , etc. The dissipative nature of the interactions among the constituent particles can lead to diverse physical phenomena such as pattern formation, clustering instability, granular piles, jamming, segregation, stratification, shear flows, surface waves, fingering instability, and fluidization (see the reviews in [5] [6] [7] ). A subclass of problems that have been of experimental and theoretical interest is the response of a granular system at rest to an external perturbation that is applied either as an instantaneous impulse or continuously in time. This phenomenon has been studied in many different contexts, examples of which include avalanches in sand piles as a response to the addition of sand grains [8] , crater formation on granular beds due to the impact of an external object [9, 10] , growing craters due to impinging jets on granular piles [11] , shock formation in flowing granular media due to external impact [10] , viscous fingering due to constant injection of particles [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , and formation of bastwaves in astrophysical systems [17] . The externally applied perturbation often results in a disturbance that grows in time as a power law and the power-law exponents may often be obtained by studying simple tractable models of suitably excited spherical particles where energy dissipation is only through inelastic collisions [18] . We discuss below the response to perturbation in the context of such models.
One of the most commonly studied examples is the globally perturbed freely cooling granular gas, where homogeneously distributed macroscopic particles with random initial velocities move ballistically and dissipate energy through inelastic collisions, in the absence of any external driving. Here the perturbation is the energy that is initially given. In the early stage of evolution, when the system is spatially homogeneous, kinetic energy of the system E(t) decays with time t as t −2 (Haff's law) [19] in all dimensions. At later times, due to inelastic collisions, the system becomes spatially inhomogeneous [20, 21] and energy decreases as t −θ d , where θ d is less than 2 and depends on dimension d [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . Haff's law for the homogeneous regime has been confirmed in experiments [32, 33] , while θ d characterizing the inhomogeneous regime has still not been observed in any experiment.
A different limit is the locally perturbed freely cooling granular gas, where initially all particles are at rest and kinetic energy is imparted to a few localized particles. Due to collisions, the disturbance grows radially outward, with a shock front separating the moving particles from the stationary ones. The elastic version of this problem has great similarity to the problem of shock propagation following an intense explosion. The hydrodynamic description of the propagation in a conservative fluid is the famous Taylor-von Neumann-Sedov (TvNS) solution [34] [35] [36] . This solution is relevant in the experimental studies of the production of a cylindrically symmetric blast wave produced by ultrafast laser pulses [37] . Numerical simulations of the elastic system are consistent with the TvNS exponents [38, 39] . In the inelastic system, the disturbance is concentrated in dense bands that move radially outward, and the relevant exponents may be obtained through scaling arguments based on the conservation of radial momentum [18, 39, 40] . The variation of physical quantities inside the dense band may be obtained through a hydrodynamic description [41, 42] . The exponents obtained thus may be used to describe [18] experiments on shock propagation in flowing glass beads that are perturbed by the impact of steel balls [10] .
In both cases discussed above, the perturbation was an impulse. One could also consider continuous and locally perturbed driven granular systems, where particles at rest are driven by a continuous injection of energy in a small domain. This scenario has been investigated in many recent experiments and includes pattern formation in granular material due to the injection of a gas [12, 15] , grains [14] , or fluid [16] . There is currently no model that determines the exponents for such situations. In this paper we study a simple model of spheres at rest that is driven at the origin by a continuous injection of particles from outside. From a combination of eventdriven simulations and scaling arguments, we determine the exponents governing the growth of the disturbance. The results are compared with the data from two experiments [12, 15] and excellent agreement is obtained.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we define the model precisely and give details of the event-driven simulations that we performed. The exponents characterizing the growth of the different physical quantities in the problem are determined using scaling arguments in Sec. III. The assumptions and predictions of the scaling argument are tested using large-scale simulations in Sec. IV for both the elastic and the inelastic system. In Sec. V we show that the results in this paper are able to explain data from two experiments on driven granular systems. Section VI contains a brief summary and a discussion of results.
II. MODEL
Consider a d-dimensional system of hard spheres whose mass and diameter are set to one. The particles move ballistically until they undergo momentum-conserving binary collisions with other particles. If u 1 and u 2 are the velocities of two particles 1 and 2 before collision, then the velocities after collision, v 1 and v 2 , are given by
where r is the coefficient of restitution andn is the unit vector along the line joining the centers of particles 1 and 2. In a collision, the tangential component of the relative velocity remains unchanged, while the magnitude of the longitudinal component is reduced by a factor r.
The collisions are elastic when r = 1, and inelastic and dissipative otherwise. Initially, all particles are at rest and uniformly distributed in space. The system is driven locally by a continuous input of energy restricted to a small region by injecting particles at a constant rate J at the origin. The injected particles have a speed v 0 in a randomly chosen direction until they undergo their first collision, after which the injected particles are removed from the system. Driving in this manner injects energy into the system, but conserves the total number of particles. We will refer to this model as the conserved model.
We also consider a nonconserved model. This model is identical to the conserved model described above, but the injected particles stay in the system, thereby increasing the total number of particles at a constant rate J. While the conserved model is applicable to two-dimensional granular systems driven by a gas (where the gas may escape in the third dimension), the non-conserved model is applicable to two-dimensional granular systems driven by granular material. We will show in Sec. III that the scaling laws at large times are identical for both models. We will therefore present numerical results only for the conserved model.
We simulate systems with number density 0.25 (packing fraction 0.196) in two dimensions and 0.40 (packing fraction 0.209) in three dimensions, using event-driven molecular dynamics [43] . These number densities are much smaller than the random close-packed density. The total number of particles is 8 × 10
6 and is large enough such that the disturbance induced by the injection of particles does not reach the boundary up to the simulation times considered in this paper. We set v 0 = 1, the rate of injection of particles J is set to 1, and the injected particles have the same mass and diameter as the other particles in the system. In the simulations, the collisions are inelastic with constant restitution coefficient r when the relative velocities of the particles are greater than a cut off velocity δ and considered to be elastic otherwise. This procedure prevents the occurrence of the inelastic collapse of infinite collisions within a finite time, which is a hindrance in simulations, and is also in accordance with the fact that the coefficient of restitution tends to 1 with decreasing relative velocity between the colliding particle [44] . The value of δ is 10 −4 , unless specified otherwise. The results are independent of δ.
The numerical results in this paper are shown only for the conserved model and are typically averaged over 48 different realizations of the initial particle configurations. All lengths are measured in units of the particle diameter and time in units of initial mean collision time
where n is the number density.
III. SCALING ARGUMENT
In order to develop scaling arguments to describe the propagation of energy, it is important to first visualize how the inelastic system evolves in comparison to the elastic system. When the energetic particles are injected from the center, in both cases particles get disturbed up to a distance and the zone of disturbance propagates radially outward. Figures 1 and 2 show the time evolution of the elastic and inelastic systems with r = 1 and r = 0.1, respectively, in two dimensions for the conserved model. In the elastic system, the circular region of moving particles (marked in red) has nonzero density everywhere. In contrast, in the case of the inelastic system, particles cluster together and form a dense band adjacent to the front of the disturbance, forming a vacant region around the center. This circular band moves outward with time and grows by absorbing more particles. We observe the same features in the simulations of the nonconserved model.
We look for scaling solutions, similar to that found for the problem with a single impact in Ref. [39] . Let R t be the typical radius of the disturbance at time t. We assume that it is the only relevant length scale in the problem. We assume a power-law growth for the radius of disturbance, R t ∼ t α . The typical velocity v t is then given by, v t ∼ dR/dt ∼ t α−1 . The total number of moving particles that have undergone collisions N t is given by the volume swept out by the disturbance in the conserved model, and the sum of the volume swept out by the disturbance and the injected particles for the nonconserved model. The volume swept out by the disturbance scales as R 
A. Conserved model
The energy of the system scales as
The exponent α may be determined for the elastic and inelastic cases using different conservation laws. For the elastic system, energy is not dissipated during collisions. However, due to the constant driving, the total energy must increase linearly with time, i.e., E t ∼ t . Comparing it with the scaling behavior of energy E t ∼ t α(d+2)−2 , we conclude
This result coincides with the power-law scaling exponent obtained in the case of astrophysical blast waves [17] . For the inelastic system, the total energy is no longer conserved. However, the formation of the bands, as can be seen in Fig. 2 , implies that there is no transfer of momentum from a point in the band to a point diametrically opposite to it by particles streaming across. Thus, once the bands form, radial momentum is conserved during collisions and flows radially outward [18, 39] . Due to the continuous driving, the radial momentum must increase linearly with time t [45] . We confirm this in simulations by measuring radial momentum as the sum of the radial velocities of all the moving particles. As shown in Fig. 3 , radial momentum increases linearly with time, at large times, in both two and three dimensions. There is an initial transient period (see the inset of Fig. 3 ), where the initial growth is not linear, reflecting the time taken to form stable dense bands. The radial momentum, in terms of the exponent α, scales as N t v t ∼ t α(d+1)−1 . Comparing it with the linear increase in t, we obtain
B. Non-conserved model
We show that the non-conserved model has the same scaling laws as described in Eqs. (4) and (5). The energy of the system scales as
In the elastic case, energy is conserved and E t ∼ t. Comparing with Eq. We conclude that the scaling laws are identical for both the conserved and non-conserved models. In the remaining part of the paper, we discuss only the conserved model.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
All the numerical results presented in this section are for the conserved model. The results for the nonconserved model are similar and omitted for the sake of brevity.
A. Elastic
We first show that the power-law growth of the shock radius R t , the number of moving particles N t , and the total energy E t , as obtained in Sec. III using scaling arguments, is correct, using event-driven molecular dynamics simulations. For the elastic system, the scaling arguments predict R t ∼ t
(4).
The scaling argument leading to the exponent in Eq. (4) assumes the existence of only one length and one velocity scale, and leads to the correct scaling of the bulk quantities R t , N t , and E t with time. This assumption may be further checked by studying the scaling behavior of local space-dependent physical quantities. We define coarse-grained radial density distribution function ρ(r, t) as the number of moving particles per unit volume, located within a shell of radius of r to r + dr. Similarly, the radial velocity distribution function v(r, t) and the radial energy distribution function e(r, t) are defined as the average radial velocity of particles and the average kinetic energy per unit volume, respectively, contained within the shell at any time t. We expect these local coarsegrained quantities to have the following scaling forms:
where β = 2(1 − α), since e scales as v 2 . In Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), when ρ(r, t) for the elastic system is plotted against the scaled distance r/t α , the data for different times collapse onto a single curve for α = 3/4 in two dimensions and for α = 3/5 in three dimensions. The curve reveals that there is a substantial number of moving particles spread out between the location of the shock front (around scaled distance r/t α ≈ 1) and scaled distances approximately equal to 0.5. However, the curve is nonzero and decreases to zero (as a power law) for small distances. Thus the region of disturbed particles does not have an empty core, unlike the case of the inelastic system, as we will see below. From Figs. 5(c)-5(f) we observe that data for v(r, t) and e(r, t) also collapse onto a single curve in both two and three dimensions when scaled as in Eq. (7) with the same values of α. Both radial velocity and density initially increase as the distance from the shock front increases. This leads to more compaction near the shock front due to faster particles pushing against the slower particles. Finally, in order to understand better the direction of motion of the particles in this driven gas, we calculate the distribution function of cos θ(r, t) , where θ is the angle made by the instantaneous particle velocity with respect to the outward unit radial vector at its location, and the averaging is performed over all particles contained within the shell from radius r to r + dr. In Figs. 5(g) and 5(h) we see that for small values of the scaled distance less than 0.2 the scaling function is negative, while for scaled distances greater than0.8, its value is positive and close to 1, for both two and three dimensions. This implies that near the shock front the particles are mostly directed radially outward, while near the center of the sphere the particles are on average moving inward, a feature related to the fact that the particle collisions are elastic. The inwardmoving particles are responsible for the transfer of radial momentum across the origin and lead to the breakdown of conservation of radial momentum in a particular direction.
B. Inelastic
Now we turn to the case more relevant to granular matter, namely, of systems with particles suffering inelastic collisions. The scaling dependence on time t of various quantities in such systems relies on the basic assumption of radial momentum growing linearly as a function of time t (see Sec. III). In Fig. 2 we saw that the perturbed particles cluster in an outward moving narrow band. For the inelastic system, the scaling arguments predict R t ∼ t 2/3 , E t ∼ t 2/3 , and N t ∼ t 4/3 in two dimensions and R t ∼ t 1/2 , E t ∼ t 1/2 , and N t ∼ t 3/2 in three dimensions. The results from simulations, shown in Fig. 6 (a)-6(c) for R t , E t , and N t , respectively, are in excellent agreement with the above scaling and confirm the value of the exponent α as given by Eq. (5).
Next we study the radial distribution functions for the 
particles.

V. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS
There are quite a few experiments [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] that study pattern formation in a layer of granular matter driven locally at the center through the injection of another material, gas or liquid, but not all of them study physical quantities, which is relevant for the predictions of this paper. In this section we discuss two experiments that provide quantitative data on driven granular particles and we show how our scaling theory and simulations provide an explanation for the radial growth law as seen in these experiments.
The first experiment of interest is pattern formation in spherical glass beads that are distributed uniformly within a circular Hele-Shaw cell [12] . The beads, initially at rest, were perturbed by the continuous injection of pressurized nitrogen through a hole at the center of the bottom plate of the cell. The driving was uniform (similar to what we assume in this work). The cell boundary was open so that any bead driven to the edge could freely flow out of the cell. The patterns formed were recorded with high-speed camera. When the driving pressure was high enough, the continuous perturbation led to the formation of a time-dependent growing viscous fingering pattern. Our interest is the radial growth law of this pattern in the early stage; at the late stage beyond some characteristic time t 0 , a wild growth in radius due to effect of boundaries is seen, which is not of interest in this paper. We replot the published data [ Fig. 1(c) in Ref. [12] ] in Fig. 8 for scaled radius R/R 0 against scaled time t/t 0 , where R 0 = R(t 0 ). Quite strikingly, we find that the data converge close to the power law R t ∼ t 2/3 , as shown in Fig. 8 , consistent with our theoretical prediction for the two-dimensional inelastic system [see Eq. (5)]. However, the scaling analysis assumes that the only means of dissipation is inelasticity. The experiment has dissipative frictional forces too, but it is evident from the data being consistent with the power law that possibly the frictional effect is nullified by the critical pressure, beyond which beads start moving, and eventually inelasticity remains as the dominant mechanism of dissipation. We note that the experimental paper [12] erroneously mentions a linear growth of radius, but it is clear that the line proportional to t in Fig. 8 describes the data poorly. We also note that the power law t 1/2 in Fig. 8 is a poorer fit to the data than the power law t 2/3 . We look at another similar experiment with granular material confined in a circular Hele-Shaw cell with central air injection [15] . When the injection pressure is sufficient enough, the particles in the system move out by forming a central (roughly circular) region devoid of particles. Around this central region, there is a zone where the granular material is compacted. The patterns formed have been recorded by using a high-speed, highresolution CCD camera. The data obtained from this experiment [ Fig. 13 (a) in Ref. [15] ] also follow the power law R t ∼ t 2/3 as shown in Fig. 9 , consistent with our growth-law exponent [see Eq. (5) with d = 2]. We note that the power laws t 1/2 and t 1 in Fig. 9 are poorer fits to the data than the power law t 2/3 . Thus, again we see that the simple scaling law obtained the from dominance of inelastic dissipation, and band formation, is experimentally relevant.
VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
We studied shock propagation in a granular system that is continuously driven in a localized region. We analyzed both the elastic and inelastic systems through scaling arguments and extensive event-driven molecular dynamics simulations. By identifying that energy grows linearly in the elastic system and radial momentum grows linearly in the inelastic system, the exponents governing the power-law growth of bulk quantities such as radius of disturbance and number of moving particles were obtained. For the inelastic system, the linear growth of radial momentum crucially depended on the formation of dense bands enclosing an empty region, due to inelastic collision, as seen in the simulations. There are very few driven granular systems where exact results can be obtained. The solution in this paper provides an example where the exponents, presumably exact, may be determined through scaling arguments.
We analyzed two experiments on pattern formation that arise due to the injection of a gas at localized point in a two-dimensional granular medium. The experimentally obtained radial growth of the pattern was shown to be consistent with the results in this paper, even though the present study ignores friction that would appear to be relevant in experiments. The experimental patterns show the formation of bands that have fractal structure, which is not captured by our model. However, the detailed structure of the bands does not play a role in determining the growth-law exponent, as the scaling arguments required only conservation of radial momentum, which in turn depends only on the existence of a band enclosing an empty region and not on its structure.
We described numerical results for the model where the injected energetic particles were removed from the system after their first collision. However, we presented scaling arguments to show that the power-law exponents for the nonconserved model, in which the injected energetic particles remain in the system, are identical to that of the conserved model. Simulations are also consistent with the predictions of scaling theory. Such models may be valid for experiments where granular material is driven through injection of other granular material.
Unlike the power-law exponents, it does not appear to be possible to analytically determine the form of the scaling functions for the different local densities. For the elastic system, one might ask whether the TvNS solution [34] [35] [36] that describes shock propagation following an intense blast may be modified to the case of continuous driving. The local conservation laws of density, energy, and momentum continue to hold for localized continuous driving away from the source. However, we find in our preliminary studies that the solution develops singularities at a finite distance between the origin and the shock front. This could be because the additional assumption of local thermal equilibrium made in the TvNS solution may not hold when the driving is continuous. A detailed analysis of the elastic case is a promising area for future study.
